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Manual mode

Displays information 

Menu screen

Saving the output value during memory mode as well 

Mode and automatic power off feature, etc., are 

screen.

From rough grinding to ultra

Polishing

ULTRAFORM
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Manual mode* 

Displays information about equipment status, frequency

Menu screen** 

Saving the output value during memory mode as well 

Mode and automatic power off feature, etc., are 

From rough grinding to ultra

olishing —one set can do them all!
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about equipment status, frequency

Saving the output value during memory mode as well 

Mode and automatic power off feature, etc., are 

*Manual Mode

From rough grinding to ultra

one set can do them all!

ULTRAFORM
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about equipment status, frequency

Saving the output value during memory mode as well as setting the filing

Mode and automatic power off feature, etc., are performed on the menu 

**Menu screen

From rough grinding to ultra-fine  

one set can do them all! 

ULTRAFORM UF
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about equipment status, frequency and output. 

Saving the output value during memory mode as well as setting the filing

performed on the menu 

**Menu screen
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UF-0101
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�A single set offers both powerful hard polishing and d

polishing.

�Ultra-fine polishin

�With an output of up to 100W, the product can power 

�A built

settings (in addition to error status).

�Various polishing modes (Hard/So

the work.

�Even if the tool generates heat during work, the oscil

power output to continue work.

�The auto power

�Output information is saved in memory depending 

�A new function �N

control.
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as setting the filing

performed on the menu 
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Frequency

Maximum

Amplitude adjustment

Power supply

Electricity consumption

Outer dimension

Weight 

0101

����������	


Two types of polishing modes (Hard/Soft) are altern
single set. 

The Hard mode
forces applied to the tool, thus leading to

The Soft mode
force applied to the tool, thus preventing excessiv
is suitable for delicate work.

A single set offers both powerful hard polishing and d

polishing.

fine polishing through precise amplitude control at 99 levels.

With an output of up to 100W, the product can power 

A built-in LCD monitor indicates the status of vibrations and the

settings (in addition to error status).

Various polishing modes (Hard/So

the work.

Even if the tool generates heat during work, the oscill

power output to continue work.

The auto power-off function ensures the shutdown of the power.

Output information is saved in memory depending 

A new function �NANO

control.
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Frequency

imum output 

Amplitude adjustment

Power supply

Electricity consumption

Outer dimensions 

0101 
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Two types of polishing modes (Hard/Soft) are altern

The Hard mode keeps a constant vibration level against the thrust
forces applied to the tool, thus leading to

The Soft mode automatically reduces vibration depending on the th
force applied to the tool, thus preventing excessiv
is suitable for delicate work.

A single set offers both powerful hard polishing and d

g through precise amplitude control at 99 levels.

With an output of up to 100W, the product can power 

in LCD monitor indicates the status of vibrations and the

settings (in addition to error status).

Various polishing modes (Hard/So

Even if the tool generates heat during work, the oscill

power output to continue work.

off function ensures the shutdown of the power.

Output information is saved in memory depending 

ANO mode� further provides ultra
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17- 31 kHz Auto

100W 

99 steps

Single phase 
50/60Hz

300VA 

226W×252D×180H 

5.2kg 
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FOOT SWITCH

Two types of polishing modes (Hard/Soft) are altern

keeps a constant vibration level against the thrust
forces applied to the tool, thus leading to powerful polishing.

automatically reduces vibration depending on the th
force applied to the tool, thus preventing excessiv

A single set offers both powerful hard polishing and d

g through precise amplitude control at 99 levels.

With an output of up to 100W, the product can power 

in LCD monitor indicates the status of vibrations and the

settings (in addition to error status).

Various polishing modes (Hard/Soft) can be selected depending on 

Even if the tool generates heat during work, the oscill

off function ensures the shutdown of the power.

Output information is saved in memory depending 

mode� further provides ultra
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31 kHz Automatic feedback

Single phase AC100 to 250

226W×252D×180H (mm)
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FOOT SWITCH 

Two types of polishing modes (Hard/Soft) are alternately available on a 

keeps a constant vibration level against the thrust
powerful polishing.

automatically reduces vibration depending on the th
force applied to the tool, thus preventing excessive grinding. This 

A single set offers both powerful hard polishing and delicate soft 

g through precise amplitude control at 99 levels.

With an output of up to 100W, the product can power large tools.

in LCD monitor indicates the status of vibrations and the

ft) can be selected depending on 

Even if the tool generates heat during work, the oscillator lowers 

off function ensures the shutdown of the power.

Output information is saved in memory depending on the work.

mode� further provides ultra-fine amplitude 
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matic feedback

to 250V 

�

ately available on a 

keeps a constant vibration level against the thrust 

automatically reduces vibration depending on the thrust 
e grinding. This mode 

A single set offers both powerful hard polishing and delicate soft 

g through precise amplitude control at 99 levels.

arge tools.

in LCD monitor indicates the status of vibrations and the 

ft) can be selected depending on 

Even if the tool generates heat during work, the oscillator lowers 

off function ensures the shutdown of the power.

on the work.

fine amplitude 

������

*Manual mode 
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Equipped with a new

"NANO mode", which enables 

ultra

UF

ultrasonic polishing work to a 

more intricate finish that was 

only achieved by hand.
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Equipped with a new

"NANO mode", which enables 

ultra-fine amplitude control, the 

UF-0101 has raised the level of 

ultrasonic polishing work to a 

more intricate finish that was 

only achieved by hand.
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altered layers can be formed at a large mold because of

discharge. The hand

large-sized, wide 

��
���������

�������
suited to delicate work or long

Equipped with a new function 

"NANO mode", which enables 

amplitude control, the 

0101 has raised the level of 

ultrasonic polishing work to a 

more intricate finish that was 

only achieved by hand.
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�����This large

altered layers can be formed at a large mold because of

discharge. The hand

sized, wide tool being attached to it, you can carry out stable wor
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�����This light, compact hand
suited to delicate work or long
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This large-sized hand

altered layers can be formed at a large mold because of

discharge. The handpiece quickly removes such layers. Even with a 

tool being attached to it, you can carry out stable wo
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This light, compact hand
suited to delicate work or long-hours of work.
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sized handpiece is ideal for powerful work. Thick 

altered layers can be formed at a large mold because of

piece quickly removes such layers. Even with a 

tool being attached to it, you can carry out stable wo

�		��
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Diamond abrasive stone

Diamond abrasive stone

Tool clamp

New Super

���������	��������

Tool attachment
screw

Cord length

Outer dimension

Weight
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This light, compact handpiece fits to the hand and is most 
hours of work.�
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Tool clamp

New Superstones

New Super

Diamond files

Diamond files

Diamond files

Diamond 

���������	����������

Tool attachment 
screw

Cord length

Outer dimension

Weight
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piece is ideal for powerful work. Thick 

altered layers can be formed at a large mold because of el

piece quickly removes such layers. Even with a 

tool being attached to it, you can carry out stable wo
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Diamond abrasive stone

Diamond abrasive stone

Tool clamp (Flat) 

Superstones (Flat)

���������	����������������� ���������

Tool attachment
M8

Cord length curled cord 1.7m 
enabling easy detachment

Outer dimension Ø40×150L(mm)

350g

�����

piece fits to the hand and is most 
�

�		��
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Tool clamp (for flat / 

New Superstones (flat)

New Superstones (round

Diamond files (long)

Diamond files

Diamond files (cone)

Diamond stones (flat)
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Tool attachment M6
(with

Cord length curled cord 1.7m 
enabling easy detachment

Outer dimension Ø28×118.5L(mm)

150g

������������	�����
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piece is ideal for powerful work. Thick 

altered layers can be formed at a large mold because of electrostatic 

piece quickly removes such layers. Even with a 

tool being attached to it, you can carry out stable work.�

Diamond abrasive stone (W: 60) 

Diamond abrasive stone (W: 20) 
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curled cord 1.7m 
enabling easy detachment

40×150L(mm)

350g

piece fits to the hand and is most 

(for flat / round) 

(flat)

round) 

(cone)

(flat)
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M6
(with M6-M4 Adapter)

curled cord 1.7m 
enabling easy detachment

28×118.5L(mm)

150g
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piece is ideal for powerful work. Thick 

ectrostatic 

piece quickly removes such layers. Even with a 

�

�

enabling easy detachment
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M4 Adapter)

curled cord 1.7m 
enabling easy detachment

������������	�����
��	���



※ Use the protective goggles and dust protective mask during operation. 

Ultrasonic Polishing Machine  

1

▲

ECO POLISHER - Ultrasonic Polishing Machine

ECO POLISHER Hand piece

ECO POLISHER Foot Switch

ECO POLISHER Controller

Specially Designed for Efficient Use of Ceramic Stone for Precision
Mold Polishing.

Stepless Adjustment
Amplitude output is controlled steplessly.

Overload Function 
Hand piece stops when the overload is applied
to the hand piece.

Foot Switch
Hand piece starts working when pressing the foot switch.

EP102 EP103

※ Tighten the screws when inserting the ceramic stone to the holder. If loose connection, the ultrasonic vibration does not transmit properly.  

Emerald

Gold

Brown

Orange

Light Brown

Blue

White

Red

All Colors Set

Violet

Color

Size

Grit Cat.No.

Emerald

Gold

Brown

Orange

Light Brown

Blue

White

Red

All Colors Set

Violet

Color

Size

Grit

Emerald

Gold

Brown

Orange

Light Brown

Blue

White

Red

All Colors Set

Violet

Color

Size

Grit Cat.No.

Emerald

Gold

Brown

Orange

Light Brown

Blue

White

Red

All Colors Set

Violet

Color

Size

2

Unit : 1 pc.

Unit：1 pc.

Unit : 1 pc.

When using it, tighten the fixing bolt. 

（Reference image ）

Tip tool is the optional item.

Tip tool is the optional item.

Special size for ECO POLISHER

Ultrasonic Polishing Machine  

Cat.No.

Grit Cat.No.
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※Use the protective goggles and the dust protective mask during operation. 21

▲

Rotary Hand piece （Head  + Motor   Separate  type )

    

22

Max.RPM 15,000
Max. Torque 8.8Ncm

Max
15,000
min -1Max.RPM 55,000 -

Max. Torque 3.6Ncm

Max.RPM 20,000
Max. Torque 6.4Ncm

Max.RPM35,000
Max. Torque 5.4Ncm

This is the Rotary Hand piece which is 2 pcs construction between the detachable head 
and the motor with Hand Switch. It is easy to start and stop by Hand Switch. 

Max
55,000
min -1

Max
20,000
min -1

Max
35,000
min -1

Max.RPM 8,000
Max. Torque 9.8Ncm

Max
8,000
min -1

Max.RPM15,000
Max. Torque 8.8Ncm

Max
15,000
min -1

Max.RPM 30,000
Max.Torque 6.8Ncm

Max
30,000
min -1

Tip tool is the optional item

Max.RPM 15,000
Max. Torque 8.8Ncm

Max
15,000
min -1

Tip tool is the optional item

Hand Switch



※ Use the protective goggles and the dust protective mask during operation. 23

▲

Swingfile （Head + Motor  Separate type)
Swingfile EX208 a unique sideways reciprocating action with a choice of speed
and stroke is perfect for polishing base areas in deep cavities, corners and deep slots.

▲

Reciprofile & Belt Sander
RE35/55 reciprocating profilers are lightweight and comfortable handpieces for continuous polishing.
Both models have adjustable stroke and floating head with 360 degrees orientation.

    

24

　
Long Stroke High Torque Type

　
Short Stroke High Speed Type

Tip tool is the optional  item

Tip tool is the optional item. Tip tool is the optional item.

Optional Belt Arm

< < 



※ Use the protective goggles and the dust protective mask during operation. 25

▲

Maxima EX Head

▲

Maxima EX Motor

    

26

Standard Head Heavy Duty Head

Slender  Head

1/4 Reduction Gear

90°Angle Head 120°Angle Head

Swing   Head

▲

Optional  Collet    (for  Maxima  EX  Series )

▲

Reducing   Collet    Sleeves

Speed Control Foot Pedal Handpiece Extension Cord Handpiece Cradle

Allowable rotation speed <55,000 rpm

Allowable rotation speed <15,000 rpm

Allowable rotation speed <55,000 rpm

Allowable rotation speed 
<15,000 rpm

Allowable rotation speed <10,000 rpm

Allowable rotation speed <30,000 rpm

Allowable rotation speed <30,000 rpm

Hand Switch

It is easy to start and stop by Hand Switch.
It is not necessary to push the button on the controller. 

Max. RPM 55,000 Max. RPM 20,000 Max. RPM 35,000

Max. RPM 8,000 Max. RPM 15,000 Max. RPM 30,000
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ホイール用 マンドレール M1.7タイプ　Mandrels M1.7 Screw
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